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Lisa Banks of Cleveland lives in the Cleveland Police Department's Fourth District. She said chronic traffic violators have her and her neighbors living in fear and they're demanding a greater police ...

Cleveland residents demand solutions to growing traffic lawlessness
After the deadliest year in at least a decade, the city of Madison says it's planning new solutions for East Washington Avenue.

East Washington Avenue: A deadly problem
Velodyne Lidar, Inc. (Nasdaq: VLDR, VLDRW) today announced it has joined the NVIDIA Metropolis program for Velodyne's Intelligent Infrastructure Solution for traffic monitoring and analytics. NVIDIA ( ...

Velodyne Lidar Partners with NVIDIA Metropolis for Intelligent Infrastructure Solutions
Nearly two years after the opening of the North Shore Crossing shopping plaza on Brimbal Avenue, the developer will conduct a study to assess its impact on traffic in the area. North Shore Crossing ...

Traffic study to look at shopping plaza's impact
State and regional transportation officials are launching a $2 million study and public meetings on improvements to alleviate Route 23 congestion.

Route 23 in Delaware County has more traffic than it can handle, but what's the solution?
The city hosted a neighborhood traffic management workshop Monday night to allow LCS staff, community members and city staff to talk traffic.

As traffic woes around Lakeland Christian continue, community shares ideas on a remedy
The Town Council discussed additional traffic calming measures for Laurel Street Tuesday evening and decided that more stop signs are not the solution.

South Windsor council considers more traffic relief for Laurel Street
There are 3 schools, the public library, a church, an elderly housing complex and Szot Park located on Front Street.

Chicopee plans to add speed tables to slow traffic on busy Front Street corridor
The smell of fried food and grilled burgers hangs in the air, wafting out from the exhaust fans at King Charley’s Drive-In. It’s a Snohomish County classic for fast bites and thick shakes along ...

No quick solutions to Highway 9 commute through Snohomish
Under the new ordinance, trucks will be now be routed to Katy Fort Bend Road, diverted from streets like Katy Hockley Road and Avenue D.

City Council approves new truck route in Katy to reduce residential-area traffic, vehicle accidents
Istio’s built-in AuthorizationPolicy mechanism is a great tool, but once you hit its limitations, OPA is the way to take the next step.

Authorize Better: Istio Traffic Policies with OPA, Styra DAS
New York City traffic is back and with it comes the return of selfish motorists illegally abusing the Staten Island Expressway’s high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane. As the city continues to recover ...

As NYC traffic resurges to near pre-pandemic levels, frustration with S.I. HOV lane enforcement grows
When traffic is clogged at a downtown intersection, there may be a way to reduce some of the congestion: Eliminate a few left turns.

Still waiting at an intersection? Banning certain left turns helps traffic flow, research shows
A pilot program using automatic noise detectors has been approved that will, hopefully, improve noise control for people living near the parkways in Westchester County. The Board of Legislators ...

Traffic Noise Detection Pilot Program Gets OK In Westchester
The fact that there is no direct route to the school has been a problem for the city ever since Aldrich opened in the fall of 2018.

Aldrich Elementary traffic issue highlights Cedar Falls' growing pains
Offering a new solution to recurring problems in Philippine roads, new asphalt player, Phoenix Asphalt, is introducing an innovative product that aims to provide an effective and durable fix for road ...

Phoenix Asphalt introduces DIY product for pothole problems
Austin has only half of the sidewalks it needs, and the city estimates 80% of the existing sidewalks are in poor condition.

Opinion: Where Austin sidewalks end, problems start
Utah Gov. Spencer Cox covered a lot of ground in his monthly PBS Utah news conference on Thursday, from fears of farmers going out of business, to whether Utahns should get a tax cut amid inflation ...

Drought, housing, gondola, galore: Gov. Cox weighs in on big problems facing Utah
Automated Infrastructure Management Solutions Market size to hit USD 4 billion by 2025; according to a new research report by Global Market Insights, Inc. Large-scale adoption of cloud-based ...

Automated Infrastructure Management (ATM) Solutions Market Size Application and Future Forecast by 2025
When traffic is clogged at a downtown intersection, there may be a way to reduce some of the congestion: Eliminate a few left turns.
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